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Captain Todd Bradstreet removes an American flag from the front of a burning home.
(Photo by Joe Fanaselle)

On Saturday, March 7, Murrieta Fire & Rescue responded to a residential
structure fire along Los Alamos Road, just west of Ruth Ellen Way. The first
arriving units reported a large, single-story home with smoke and fire showing
from the roof. Firefighters sprang into action, quickly deploying an attack line
and working to knock down the flames.
Due to water supply constraints (there are no fire hydrants in the area) and
strong winds pushing the heat further into the structure, the fire proved to be
too much for their efforts, and within a few minutes, the entire home was fully
ablaze. The incident was upgraded to a second alarm, and nearly a dozen fire
engine companies from Murrieta and surrounding communities arrived at the
scene to assist.
(Cont’d on Page 5)
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Fires
Explosion/No Fire
EMS
Traffic Collisions
Technical Rescue
HazMat
Service Calls
Lift Assists
Good Intent
Cancelled Calls
Alarm Activations
Miscellaneous/severe weather
Citizen Complaint
Total Calls

EMS Calls – GOALS REACHED
Measurable
90%
MFR
NFPA
Alarm Handling
0:01:00
89.7%
91.0%
Turnout
0:01:25
91.7%
61.4%
Travel
0:05:49
92.5%
43.3%
Total Response
0:07:54
94.9%
52.6%
FIRE Calls – GOALS REACHED (8-week data)
Measurable
90%
MFR
NFPA
Alarm Handling
0:01:15
92.1%
73.7%
Turnout
0:01:35
92.7%
85.4%
Travel
0:06:52
86.5%
29.7%
Total Response
0:10:54
84.6%
33.3%

FIRE PREVENTION/COMMUNITY RISK
Construction - New and Tenant Improvement
Planning: Design Reviews
3
Plan Submittals
17
New Construction Inspections
7
Plans & Inspection Revenue
$11,762
Routine and State-Mandated
Inspections
18
Re-Inspections
18
Number of Violations
63
Routine Fire Inspection Revenue
$1,386
Code Enforcement
1
Public Education
Public Education Presented
6
Public Education Attendees
35
Fire Investigations
Investigations
2
Development Fees
Weekly DIF
$0
Weekly DAF
$0
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EMS Coordinator Jennifer Antonucci

Captain Eric Ackerman

Fire tactic: Offensive vs. defensive fire attach

Recognizing STEMI Equivalents

Fire Rescue 1 • Mar 2, 2020 • By Michael Lee

EMSWorld.com • Feb 1, 2020 • By Roger L. Layell

When the goal is to extinguish a fire, the incident commander
must decide on an offensive, transitional or defensive fire
attack

An ST-segment myocardial infarction is diagnosed when 1 mm
or more of ST-segment elevation is present in two or more
contiguous leads, or 2 mm in one lead, except for V1–V2.
However, there are several different ECG presentations where
the patient may not have the classic ST-segment elevation in
two or more contiguous leads with reciprocal changes seen on
the 12-lead ECG. These are the patterns we call STEMI
equivalents, and we should treat them in the same manner as
we would a STEMI.

I can't tell you how often I have heard, "We are an aggressive
interior firefighting department." Does this mean they are
unable to make any other decision when faced with a fire?
I often wonder if we have brainwashed our new personnel so
that regardless of how safe the scene is, we will enter any
structure to put the fire out. My worst nightmare is the day I
may have to tell one of my firefighters' significant others that
their loved one will not be coming home because I gambled
with their lives.
I will try my best to err on the side of safety and make sure that
the number one priority on the fire scene — my guys and
ladies — are not placed in a situation where common sense is
traded for tradition. Our corporate culture must be the
concept that no property is worth a firefighter’s life. We
should also not be in a situation of potentially trading the lives
of firefighters for the lives of victims who…
MORE HERE

EMS providers play an invaluable role in the early management
of STEMI patients. EMS crews provide early recognition of
STEMI, transmit the ECG to a PCI center, activate the cardiac
catheterization lab, and expedite patients’ triage, transport,
and ultimately timely treatment.1 According to the American
First
Responder Information HERE
Heart Association, delivering the patient with STEMI-related
chest pain to a PCI center within 90 minutes of first medical

contact is a Class I (its strongest level of evidentiary
support) intervention.
STEMI Equivalents…

Captain Eric Ackerman

Fire Marshal Chris Jensen

Don’t Be Me

Reassessing the Effectiveness of All-Hazards Planning in
Emergency Management

FirefighterCancerSupport.org • By Bob Kilduff

My name is Bob Kilduff. I have been a firefighter for 34 years.
Were it not for some help from above, marvelous medical
people and dumb luck I would well be on my way to an early
death due to occupational cancer. I am telling my story in the
hope that another brother or sister Firefighter will not have to
share my experience.
Like many of you reading this, I only went to the doctor when
hurt. You know the drill: burns, cuts, smoke inhalation and the
many orthopedic injuries that come part and parcel with our
job. For reasons unknown the thoughts of retirement age
prompted me in May of 2003 to get my first physical exam in
30 years. I felt the best I had in years and the test results bore
this out. All was well. The doc however advised that I have a
colonoscopy due to my age. Not really thrilled, I acquiesced.
The procedure was a piece of cake; however, the test revealed
a large tumor in my colon which needed to be addressed.
Twenty days later a section of my colon was removed. I had to
undergo a 6 month chemotherapy program which could have
been avoided with early detection. It now appears that my
cancer is in remission and the doctors predict… MORE HERE

MORE HERE

InquiriesJournal.com • 2015, Vol.7 No. 06 • By Peter A. Gregory

The field of emergency management in the United States has
grown and changed significantly in the past several decades. In
the 1940s, for example, with the onset of the United States'
involvement in World War II and all throughout the Cold War
years of the 1960s, emergency managers acted primarily under
a “civil-defense” mindset and were seen essentially as “air raid
wardens and civil defense directors” (Waugh & Streib, 2006, p.
131). Since then, “the field has evolved quite extensively from
its Cold War-civil defense origins” (Wilson & Oyola-Yernaiel,
2001).
In response to a series of natural disasters that occurred during
the three decades following WWII, the federal government
gradually enacted various legislative initiatives that allowed it
to be more directly involved in relief efforts throughout the
country. While these efforts were helpful, critics were quick to
point out that there was still an intense lack of coordination by
government entities in responding to emergencies because “at
the Federal level, no single entity was responsible for
coordinating Federal response and recovery…
MORE HERE

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133
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Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor
T1:

In service

T2R:

Broken cab mount

E2:

Head gasket/Turbo replacement

E3:

In service

E3R:

In service

E4:

In service

Station 1: No activity
Station 2: Fire station alerting
Station 3: Architectural services contract

E4R:
Maintenance
inspection
Fire Rescue
1• Jun 20, 2019
• By FireRescue1 Staff
E5:

Battalion Chief Steve Kean

In service

Station 4: Plymovent repair
Station 5: Nothing to report

B2:

In service

B3:

In service

B4:

In service

OES:

Pump overhaul

R5:

In service

WT:

In service

A&L:

In service

from Dawn Morrison

Future-proofing 911 call centers
EMS1.com • Mar 13, 2019 • By Tim Nowak

Five insights to prepare for what the present, and future, hold
in store for 911 dispatch communication centers
“911 communications center ... press 1 for police, 2 for fire, 3 for
ambulance ...”
We joke, but are 911 dispatch and communications centers
really that far off? Is this, indeed, a revisited direction of the
future for call center services?
Many of us can recall the “advancement” of the rip-and-run
print-outs that would populate in our station ... thinking that this
was the next best thing. Advance a decade into the future and
mobile data terminals (MDTs) began to appear, making this
paper technology nearly obsolete. Now, text-to-dispatch and
touch-tone dispatch options are the new wave.
This is what we see as the end user – the responder – but what
do the dispatchers see on their end of the equation? What
changes are they experiencing? More importantly, what
changes are they facing now…
MORE HERE
Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133
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Red Cross - Sound the Alarm Event

This past weekend, 39 Red Cross volunteers installed
383 smoke alarms in The Colony as part of the
American Red Cross Sound the Alarm event. Since
2014, the American Red Cross as installed 2 million
smoke alarms across the country. This spring they
expected to install an additional 100,000 nationwide.

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133
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In the Field Reporting (cont’d from Page 1)
As firefighters deployed additional hose lines and worked to
contain the fire, fellow fire photographer Ryan Ponitz and I
noticed an American Flag blowing in the wind near the front
door of the home. We caught the attention of Murrieta Fire
Captain Todd Bradstreet, who quickly removed the flag and
handed it off to me.
I began rolling the flag onto the wooden pole and turned
around to find a safe place that I could lean it. When I turned
back around, I was met by a woman approaching me with
her arms stretched and her eyes welled with tears. I handed
the flag off to her and returned to my photo-taking duties,
but the moment was not lost on me. It was one of those brief
instances that brings a glimmer of hope amidst a tragedy,
and I was happy to be there to witness it.
Unfortunately, the home was destroyed in the incident, and
the family lost virtually all of their possessions. Thankfully,
however, no one was injured, and several good Samaritans
were able to rescue most of the family's pets from the home
as the fire was rapidly growing.
It's common to hear "well, possessions can be replaced, but
people/pets cannot." And while this is true, victims of fires
and other tragedies will usually tell you that it's impossible
to replace the memories and feelings that accompany those
possessions. I am hopeful that the preservation of their flag
gave the family a new memory for a cherished possession,
which they can hopefully use to help start rebuilding their
lives.
As always, I want to call out the wonderful job performed by
all first responders at the scene today, including Murrieta
Fire and Rescue, CAL FIRE/Riverside County Fire Department,
the Murrieta Police Department, and AMR Riverside County,
among others. Although the home was a total loss, the
efforts of these heroes helped overcome some extreme
challenges today, including the deployment of a multiengine relay supply hose line that was over 3,000 feet long,
to bring in water from the closest hydrant to the incident.
There is no doubt that their efforts helped preserve the life
and safety of everyone at the scene, and prevented the
situation from becoming much worse.

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133
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What’s WRONG with these fire hydrants?
California Fire Code 507.5.5
A 3-foot (914 mm) clear space shall be maintained
around the circumference of the fire hydrants,
except as otherwise required or approved.

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133
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In the Field Reporting
MFR Volunteer Photographer with Ryan Ponitz

House fire on Los Alamos Road, near Ruth Ellen Way.

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133

